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About This Game

1917 - The Alien Invasion is a memorization shooter combined with the fast and frantic action of bullet hell shoot 'em
ups.
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You are in the role of Dr. Brunhild Stahlmüller, an acomplished weapon scientist who upgrades a WW1 triplane with superior
alien technology to attack the invaders. You will avenge mankind and take the battle into the darkness of space until you reach

an ancient alien world.

Features

Fight from Verdun to the heart of the alien world!

Majestic and extravagant pixel art inspired by the golden age of arcades.

Accessible with a fair difficulty curve.

Intense action and highly polished gameplay

8 stages with huge boss encounters.

Bloodshed and gore.
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Psychedelic soundtrack.

Full Xbox controller support.

Digital art book (PDF).

Story

The year is 1917 - war engulfed the earth. Billions were slaughtered at the hands of unprecedented technology in the name of
fanaticism. Yet all previous atrocities were as preambles to an even greater, unforeseeable catastrophe. When on the 15th of

April, a host of aliens descended from war-torn skies and opened fire indiscriminately on soldier and civilian alike, the
foundations of the world were shaken and mankind would face his darkest hour. Against such a terrifying, overwhelming foe,

the scrambling, exhausted nations of Earth had no choice but to put aside their old grudges and fight side by side if they wanted
to avert total extinction – or worse. Still, courage and unity were not enough to match the sheer power of a species so advanced

that the very cosmos proved no obstacle to them.

Meanwhile Dr. Brunhild Stahlmüller, an accomplished scientist, worked tirelessly with her assistant, Harmuth Griesgram, on
developing an experimental airplane codenamed the Red Beezlebub. Based not only on existing aeronautical technology but also
on fragments of alien wrecks from the recent battlefields, this new invention is capable of prolonged atmospheric flight as well
as deep, interstellar travel. Finding no pilots left in any condition – bodily or mentally – to take the pilot seat, the brave doctor

dons the helmet herself and takes the Red Beezlebub on her virgin flight; to the battlefields of Verdun. Her target: the
Chessmaster, the new, self-crowned king of humanity. An usurper and abomination. Fueled by gasoline and hatred, her

Valkyrie's flight will end either in blood-soaked victory or glorious death. Little did she know that he himself is only a piece on
the real player's board, and she is watching Brunhild's every move with greedy, leering eyes…

For more story, watch the German story trailer with english subtitles:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0IlnvwTxuiQ
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Developer:
Andrade Games
Publisher:
OtakuMaker.com
Release Date: 10 Jun, 2016
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English,French,German,Dutch,Simplified Chinese,Romanian
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well last night I wanted to create a basic map and I exported it to mfa works great
I can see the possibilities for even 3 space games i with a litttle work this may be a simple tool but if you are a single
creator then it cuts a lot of art down.
. i dont like because i think there should be a sandbox mode
. Good to play. Multiplayer is dead, brothers. The story is sheer violent, satisfying, sweet bolter\/melee porn. That was 10\/10! I
REALLY hope they'll make more of the same kinds of puzzles, it is so much fun to try to figure out what is happening. And,
who I am. Outlaws, is an amazing game even today in 2018, the cutsceens are a bit cringeworthy nowadays...but the gameplay
and soundtrack aged quite nicely, especialy for a game made in 1997. If you love western games or just any old school game
then this game is for you.. How could one not like this game?
This game is a proof that video games can be (were) great.
If you are a fan of Legend of Grimrock, the Might & Magic series, some of the Dungeons & Dragons games such as Dungeons
& Dragons: Eye of the Beholder, Demise: Rise of the Ku'tan, Anvil of Dawn, Thunderscape or any dungeon crawler games, then
you'll love this game,.
If you are a fan of games such as Baldur's Gate and Neverwinter Nights, you may love this game, it has the same oldschool
feeling.

- Great soundtrack, I really mean it, it has great music and the sounds are really good.
- Awesome graphics, for a game of that time, it's actually pretty beautiful, anyway, if you are like me, which means that you
prefer good old beautiful graphics that are not about the overused/overated colors and other kind of overused/overrated crappy
settings you find in modern video games, such as the bloom.
-Great gameplay, if you like turn-based combat, you'll love this.
- RNG, if you love RNG or it simply just doesn't matters to you, then you'll probably love this game.
- Great fantasy universe.
- Good CRPG/RPG
- It has guns, that's either a like or a dislike depending on what is it you're looking for.
- Even though it doesn't have lot of weapons and items, it has a good amount of races and classes.

So if you are looking for a great dungeon crawler CRPG, then this game is for you, if you're new into this genre, you should try
it, it's a good start.

I'm giving this game 9.5/10. Even better than the first game. Very similar but also much more challenging. Highly
recommended if you love tower defense games.
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If you like puzzle games you will enjoy this game. Some aspects of Tetris attack are definitely in this game.. Pretty decent game
for random time killing where you only have a laptop and one hand. Definitely worth the buck but don't expect a very large
amount of content, just a good amount of replayability. Simple and clunky but somehow addictive.. Hate it. Spit totally
uncontrollable, likes diving into the ground. I can fly the Spit Mk 1 in FSX to stall and spin and I can still recover. This game is
a waste of money.. Not recommended, at least for this price. Two maps, nice but not overwhelming.

One nice bossfight though. Buy it when it's reduced. (Or buy the Karak DLC, you get more bang for your buck.). Free LL.
What's not to like?. I was going to recommend this game. Until I realized I was permantently stuck on level 1. And I couldn't
equip anything besides a sword. Even at level 1.

And there was a weird crinckly sound that accompanied the music.

Not really worth it.

Edit: Ok, thanks to a very nice person's comment (thanks Kloodge) I found out how to level up. I can now recommend this
game. It's a fun hack and slash.. That's pretty nice, it's a nice game to travel.. User interface as extremely unpleasant. In a world
filled with 4X style space games it was bad enough to warrant just going to any of of them.
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